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 + raw“ is a protocol that streamlines the process of reading an image into a 1s-2s-3s array of 8bit bytes in the order of the
image's colors: first red, then green, then blue, then alpha, and then finally white. It is a . The process of allocating memory for

the byte array is transparent. The image is then drawn to the screen as if it were read from the file system in the same order, and
the raw image can be passed around and manipulated and resized without having to reread the image into memory first. + - raw
is a raw format of arbitrary resolution, 8bit per pixel, and limited color depth. The total size of the image is 1s-2s-3s in order of

the image's colors: red, green, blue, and alpha. The limited color depth means that the image can not contain any color
information beyond red, green, and blue. + - raw is a raw format of arbitrary resolution, 8bit per pixel, and limited color depth.
The total size of the image is 1s-2s-3s in order of the image's colors: red, green, blue, and alpha. The limited color depth means
that the image can not contain any color information beyond red, green, and blue. + - raw is a raw format of arbitrary resolution,
8bit per pixel, and limited color depth. The total size of the image is 1s-2s-3s in order of the image's colors: red, green, blue, and

alpha. The limited color depth means that the image can not contain any color information beyond red, green, and blue.
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